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Complete Writings Alfred Musset Poems
His complete works were ... et modernes by Edmond... ALFRED DE MUSSET (1810-1857) belonged to a distinguished family. After brilliant studies, he became a popular member of fashionable society and ...

Representative French Poetry (Second Edition)
Alfred de Musset (1810-1857), French Romantic poet and playwright, is best remembered for his poetry. Much influenced by Shakespeare ... prologue published in MN I (361-97); complete manuscript is in ...

Science Fiction Studies
Horrified at what he sees as the prostitution of art for money, Michel soon quits in disgust and decides to devote himself entirely to writing poetry. But his situation ... of one of his literary ...

The "New" Jules Verne
21-43) There has recently been renewed interest in Gautier’s numerous writings about the arts ... The fictionalized account of her experience with Alfred de Musset in Italy,Elle et lui(1858), has been ...
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